**Article Critique**

For each article we read, submit your article critique to eagle before class.

Put your name on the top along with the name of the article you are reviewing.

The Article Critique will consist of the following sections

a) Overview: What are they trying to do? How well does the article present the material?

b) Concerns: What questions did you have in understanding the paper? Prepare a list of questions/concerns for each page of the article.

c) Insights: Prepare a clarifying example to explain how a key algorithm or formula works.

d) Evaluation. How important is the article? How well did they achieve their goals?

e) Future work: If you were doing follow-on research, what would it be?

f) Discussion Questions: if the discussion were up to you, what would we talk about?

Be sure to label each section separately to encourage you to complete each item.

Don't spend too much time on an overview of the article. Generally, we assume everyone saw the big picture.

Spend more time of your insights into what was good and what could be expanded.